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2020   -   2021   E NGLISH    10   S UMMER    R EADING    A SSIGNMENT  
 

All   students   enrolled   in   English   10   must   complete   the   following   summer   reading   assignment   and  
bring   in   all   annotated   texts   on   the   first   day   of   classes :   14   September   2019.   The   annotations  
completed   over   the   summer   will   prepare   you   for   an   open-book    writing   exam ,   which   will   take  
place   during   the    second   cycle   of   the   2020-2021   school   year .   All   materials   provided   here   will  
also   be   incorporated   into   the   year’s   curriculum   and    will   appear   on   the   final   exam   in   June .  
These   materials   should   be   kept   all   year   in   a   folder   or   binder   to   be   used   only   for   English   class   and  
should   be   brought   to   class   every   day   throughout   the   year.  
 
R EQUIRED    L ITERARY    T EXTS :   

● “A   Song:   ‘Men   of   England’”   by   Percy   Bysshe   Shelley.    (Reading   attached.)  

● Animal   Farm    by   George   Orwell.    You   must   have   YOUR   OWN   copy   of   this   text   filled  
with   annotations   to   use   during   the   open-book   exam.    Your   first   initial   and   last   name  
must   be   written   in   Sharpie   along   the   edge   of   the   book   to   ensure   that   you   are  
using   your   own   annotations   for   the   exam.   

 
R EQUIRED    S UPPLEMENTAL    M ATERIALS     TO    A SSIST     WITH    A NNOTATIONS :   

● Notes   on   how   to   annotate.   This   will   assist   you   in   figuring   out   what,   exactly,   to  
annotate   in   your   two   major   works.  

● Notes   on   Carl   Jung   and   the   archetypal   form,   which   we   will   use   throughout   the   year   to  
better   understand   and   analyze   our   literature.   (Notes   attached.)  

● Revisit    Haroun   and   the   Sea   of   Stories ,   which   was   an   assigned   reading   in   the   9 th    grade  
curriculum.   This   will   help   you   better   understand   some   of   the   major   themes   of    Animal  
Farm .   Focus   specifically   on   chapter   6   and   the   explanation   of   the    “Mystery   of  
Bezaban...a   Cult   of   Dumbness   or   Muteness”    and   chapter   9   and   the   explanation   of  
“The   Union   of   the   Zipped   Lips”.   

● Read   this   article,   “Nazi   Propaganda   and   Censorship”,   which   shows   how   the   Nazi  
Party   used   propaganda   and   censorship   to   control   Germany   by   influencing   individuals’  
attitudes   and   actions.  

https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/nazi-propaganda-and-censorship  

● Notes   on   George   Orwell   and    Animal   Farm    to   help   you   annotate.  
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S UMMER    A SSIGNMENT    I NSTRUCTIONS :   

Students   must   read   and   watch   all   provided   materials   and   complete   appropriate   in-text   annotations  
for   each—highlighting   pertinent   information   and   providing   margin   notes—while   following   the  
guidelines   provided   below.   It   is   important   to   do   all   of   your   notes   as   in-text   annotations   as   you  
will   need   these   for   your   summer   reading   exam.   Teachers   will   be   checking   to   see   that   you   have  
your   materials   and   proper   annotations.  

1. Begin   by   reviewing   Carl   Jung   and   his   Archetypes.   Familiarize   yourselves   with   these   and  
see   if   you   can   recall   examples   from   literature   in   your   9 th    grade   curriculum.   

2. Revisit    Haroun   and   the   Sea   of   Stories    -   specifically,   chapter   6   and   chapter   9.   

3. Read   “Nazi   Propaganda   and   Censorship.”   A   link   to   the   article   is   provided.  

4. Read   and   annotate   the   attached   poem,   “A   Song:   Men   of   England”   to   use   in   conjunction  
with   Chapter   1   of    Animal   Farm    and   the   song   “Beasts   of   England”.  

5. Read   notes   on   George   Orwell   and   the   novel.    Animal   Farm    should   be   the    last   text   read    as  
you   should   use   all   other   required   materials   as   a   lens   through   which   to   analyze   the  
dystopian   novel.   You   should   focus   on   how,   like   Salman   Rushdie’s    Haroun   and   the   Sea   of  
Stories ,   George   Orwell   uses   allegory   to   show   how   someone   in   power   uses   words   and  
language   to   control   the   thoughts   and   beliefs   of   others   in    Animal   Farm .   
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A   G UIDE     TO    E FFECTIVE    A NNOTATING  

 
Note-Taking   vs.   Annotation  
The   advantage   of   having   one   annotated   text   instead   of   a   set   of   note   papers   plus   a   text   should   be  
clear   enough:   all   the   information   is   together   and   inseparable,   with   notes   very   close   to   the   text   for  
easier   understanding,   and   with   fewer   pieces   to   keep   organized.   Think   of   annotations   as   “showing  
your   work”   while   you   read,   requiring   ACTIVE   participation   with   the   text,   engaging   your   mind  
while   you   read,   not   skimming   the   page.   Marking   important   sections   can   also   be   helpful   in  
locating   them   quickly.   What   the   reader   gets   from   annotating   is   a   deeper   initial   reading   and   an  
understanding   of   the   text   that   lasts,   so   that   when   you   come   back   to   the   text,   that   initial  
interchange   is   recorded   for   you,   making   an   excellent   and   entirely   personal   study   tool.   
 
Criteria   for   Successful   Annotation   
Using   your   annotated   copy   of   a   text   six   weeks   after   your   first   reading,   you   can   recall   the   key  
information   with   reasonable   thoroughness.   
 

╃ Highlighters:    Highlighters   allow   you   to   mark   exactly   what   you   are   interested   in.   (Yellow  
is   the   least   distracting.)   The   idea   is   to   see   the   important   text   more   clearly,   not   give   your  
eyes   a   psychedelic   exercise.   While   you   read,   highlight   whatever   seems   to   be   key  
information.   (Focusing   on   major   characters,   setting,   themes,   symbols,   etc…   provided  
here   in   your   study   guide.)  
 

╃ Pencil:    A   pencil   is   often   better   than   a   pen   because   you   can   make   changes.   Even   geniuses  
make   mistakes,   temporary   comments,   and   incomplete   notes.   While   you   read,   use  
marginalia—marginal   notes—to   mark   key   material.   Marginalia   can   include   check   marks,  
question   marks,   stars,   arrows,   brackets,   and   written   words   and   phrases.  
 

╃ Inside   Front   Cover:    Major   character   list   with   small   space   for   character   summary   and   for  
page   references   for   key   scenes   or   moments   of   character   development,   etc.   Keep   an  
orderly,   legible   list   of   "key   information"   with   page   references.   Key   information   in   a   novel  
might   include   themes;   passages   that   relate   to   the   book's   title;   characters'   names;   salient  
quotes;   important   scenes,   passages,   and   chapters;   and   maybe   key   definitions   or  
vocabulary.   Remember   that   key   information   will   vary   according   to   genre   and   the   reader's  
purpose,   so   make   your   own   good   plan.   
 

╃ Inside   Back   Cover:    Build   a   list   of   themes,   allusions,   images,   motifs,   key   scenes,   plot  
line,   etc.   as   you   read.   Add   page   references   and/or   notes   as   well   as   you   read.   
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╃ Beginning   of   Each   Chapter:    Provide   a   quick   summary   of   what   happens   in   the   chapter.  
Title   each   chapter   or   section   as   soon   as   you   finish   it,   especially   if   the   text   does   not  
provide   headings   for   chapters   or   sections.   
 

╃ Top   margins:    provide   plot   notes—a   quick   few   words   or   phrases   that   summarize   what  
happens   here.   Go   back   after   a   chapter,   scene,   or   assignment   and   then   mark   it   carefully.  
 

╃ Bottom   and   Side   Page   Margins:    Interpretive   notes   (see   list   below),   questions,   and/or  
remarks   that   refer   to   meaning   of   the   page.   Markings   or   notes   to   tie   in   with   notes   on   the  
inside   back   cover.   
 

╃ Interpretive   Notes   and   Symbols:    Find   your   own   system   for   identifying   key   information.  
Utilize   question   marks,   arrows,   exclamation   points,   numbers,   stars,   asterisks,   and   letters  
(ex:   S   for   symbol,   T   for   tone,   I   for   imagery,   etc…).   This   is   a   link   to   some   helpful   literary  
devices   to   assist   you   in   your   annotating   and   below   is   a   list   of   common   literary   devices  
you   will   see   in   your   reading:    31   Literary   Devices   You   Must   Know .   

 
alliteration       allusion           antagonist archetype aside  
couplet dialogue diction epigraph flashback       
foil foreshadowing hyperbole imagery                      irony               
juxtaposition metaphor monologue mood paradox 
personification pun repetition rhyme setting 
simile              soliloquy symbolism theme tone  
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C ARL    J UNG     AND     THE    A RCHETYPAL    F ORM  

 
Carl   Jung   theorized   in   his   school   of   analytical   psychology   that   archetypes   exist   in   the    
subconscious.   
 
A RCHETYPES     are   universal   symbols   that   are   held   in   the   psyche   and   communicate   in   the   hidden  
language   that   longs   to   be   expressed   within   every   human   being;   are   images   stored   in   the  
collective   unconscious   of   humankind;   are   present   in   the   form   of   our   dreams;   and,   are   universal,  
manifested   in   the   mythic   motifs   of   all   cultures.   

Below   you   will   find   the   archetypes   with   which   we   will   be   working   over   the   course   of   the   year.  
Students   MUST   be   familiar   with   these   immediately   as   they   will   form   the   foundation   of   our  
curriculum   and   will   be   a   basis   for   much   of   the   written   portion   of   the   final   exam   in   June.   

 
 

C HARACTER    A RCHETYPES  

I.    T HE    H ERO  

● The   heroic   figure   has   “a   thousand   faces”   but   the   same   basic   features:  
○ Courageous:   confronts   evil,   endures   trials,   goal   to   benefit   society.  
○ Noble:   gives   life   to   something   bigger   than   self.   (Hero   specifically   in   western  

culture:   individual   vs.   power   of   darkness.    Dark   side   =   external   monsters.)  
● Leaves   the   safe   comfort   of   the   known,   has   an   adventure— Q UEST —beyond   the   ordinary,  

returns   changed—richer,   wiser,   and/or   with   a   gift   for   society.  
● Is   involved   in   physical   or   spiritual   deeds.  
● Experiences   trials   to   test   courage,   knowledge,   and   moral   capacity.  
● Is   given   assistance,   but   the   last   deed   is   done   alone.   

 

II.   T HE    B ENEVOLENT    G UIDE /M ENTOR  

● Often   a   wise,   older   man/woman   figure   /   In   Greek   mythology   he/she   often   comes   in   the  
form   of   a   god   or   goddess.   

● Serves   as   guardian   spirit   vs.   malevolent   forces  
● Functions   as   a   mentor,   teacher,   or   coach  
● Associated   with   spiritual   insight,   knowledge,   good   will,   and   readiness   to   help   
● Intervenes   when   hero   is   in   desperate   situation  

 

III.   T HE    F ATHER  

● The   Father   is   the   authority   figure   representing   law   and   order.  
● He   is   very   masculine,   a   provider   and   a   protector.  
● He   is   often   depicted   as   the   King   and   is   looked   up   to   by   the   Prince—the   prince   who   will  

become   the   archetypal   H ERO    after   going   on   his   Q UEST .  
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IV.   T HE    M OTHER    G ODDESS  

● Earth   Mother—Mother   Earth;   Source   of   life   and   death:   Life-Death-Rebirth   cycle.  
● Swallows   the   sun   in   the   west,   passes   through   the   body   at   night,   gives   birth   to   the   sun   in  

the   east.  
● Composite   force   consisting   of   both   L IGHT    and   D ARKNESS ;   she   is   all   loving   and   terrible.  

○ All   Loving:  Gives   birth   and   nurtures.   Warm   and   protective.   Source   of   energy   and  
life.  

○ Terrible:    Source   of   death   and   destruction.   Darkness.   Aggressive   and   abusive.  
 

V.   T HE    T RICKSTER  

● A   clown   who   plays   tricks   or   otherwise   disobeys   normal   rules   and   conventional   behavior  
with   malicious   intent.  

● Often   a   devil   character—the   tempter.    Disrupts   the   games   and   plans   of   humans.    A   wise  
fool.   

● Is   often   an   ambiguous   character—at   times   has   no   sex,   changes   forms,   or   lives   outside   of  
time.   

● Keys,   clocks,   masks,   and    SERPENTS / SNAKES    are   common   symbols   associated   with   the  
trickster.  

 

T HEMATIC    A RCHETYPES  

I.   D EATH     AND    R EBIRTH — THE    C IRCLE     OF    L IFE   V.   G OOD     VS .   E VIL  

II.   V ENGEANCE —A VENGE     VS .   R EVENGE   VI.   B ETRAYAL /D ECEPTION / THE    M ASK /“S EEMS ”  

III.   M ATURITY     AND    G ROWTH —C OMING     OF    A GE VII.   H OME  

IV.   S ACRIFICE     AND    R EDEMPTION   VIII.   F ATE —D ESTINY     VS .   F REE    W ILL  

 

S YMBOLIC    A RCHETYPES  

I.   W ATER                                                                         II. F IRE  
Mystery   of   creation   and   the   life   force.   Destruction—Hell,   burning,   evil.  
The   sea:   mother   of   all   life;   timelessness.   Rebirth—Ashes   to   ashes,   dust   to   
The   river:   death   and   rebirth.   dust;   Phoenix.  
Cleansing/purity—baptism.    (Wash   away   sins.)             Sun—Rising=Birth,   Setting=Death.  

Knowledge  

 
III.   D ESERT   IV.   G ARDEN  

Hopelessness—Hell;   barren;   wasteland.     Paradise—Heaven;   balance   and  
harmony;   innocence.   Unspoiled  
beauty.   ( W EEDS =Corruption/Sin)  
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V.   L IGHT   VI.   D ARKNESS  
Good;   Hero;   White;   Wisdom;   Truth.   Evil;   Villain;   Black;   Foolishness;   

Deception.  

VII.   B IRD  
The   spirit—self;   Represent   God/gods.                      VIII.    S ERPENT /S NAKE  
Used   as   omens   in   Greek   mythology.     Devil—Satan/Lucifer;   temptation;  

corruption.  
 
IX.   E YE   X.    C IRCLE    

Consciousness;   vision   of   the   future.   “The   Circle   of   Life.”  
Wisdom   or   knowledge.          Two   circles   intertwined   =   marriage.  
“The   eyes   are   the   windows   to   the   soul.”      
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“ A   S ONG :   ‘ M EN     OF    E NGLAND ’”  
By   Percy   Bysshe   Shelley  
 
Men   of   England,   wherefore   plough  
For   the   lords   who   lay   ye   low?  
Wherefore   weave   with   toil   and   care  
The   rich   robes   your   tyrants   wear?  
 
Wherefore   feed   and   clothe   and   save 5  
From   the   cradle   to   the   grave  
Those   ungrateful   drones   who   would  
Drain   your   sweat—nay,   drink   your   blood?  
 
Wherefore,   Bees   of   England,   forge  
Many   a   weapon,   chain,   and   scourge, 10  
That   these   stingless   drones   may   spoil  
The   forced   produce   of   your   toil?  
 
Have   ye   leisure,   comfort,   calm,  
Shelter,   food,   love’s   gentle   balm?  
Or   what   is   it   ye   buy   so   dear 15  
With   your   pain   and   with   your   fear?  
 
The   seed   ye   sow,   another   reaps;  
The   wealth   ye   find,   another   keeps;  
The   robes   ye   weave,   another   wears;  
The   arms   ye   forge,   another   bears. 20  
 
Sow   seed—but   let   no   tyrant   reap:  
Find   wealth—let   no   imposter   heap:  
Weave   robes—let   not   the   idle   wear:  
Forge   arms—in   your   defense   to   bear.  
 
Shrink   to   your   cellars,   holes,   and   cells— 25  
In   hall   ye   deck   another   dwells.  
Why   shake   the   chains   ye   wrought?   Ye   see  
The   steel   ye   tempered   glance   on   ye.  
 
With   plough   and   spade   and   hoe   and   loom  
Trace   your   grave   and   build   your   tomb 30  
And   weave   your   winding-sheet—till   fair  
England   be   your   Sepulchre  
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N OTES     ON     A NIMAL    F ARM  
BY    G EORGE    O RWELL  

 
Literature   is   NOT   Created   in   a   Vacuum  
 

• Born   in   1903   in   Motihari,   Bengal   India   to   the   lower   middle   class   as   Eric   Blair.  
 

• Orwell   was   a   journalist,   political   author,   and   novelist.  
 

• He   suffered   a   nearly   fatal   throat   wound   during   his   time   in   combat   during   the   Spanish  
Civil   War.   He   had   gone   to   Spain   to   fight   for   the   government   against   Stalin’s   politics  
because   he   thought   it   “represented   political   decency.”   While   there,   he   accidentally   found  
himself   allied   with   a   Trotskyist   outfit.   
 

• He   was   the   kind   of   politician   that   real   politicians   detest   because   he   “insisted   on   telling  
people   precisely   what   they   did   not   want   to   hear”;   he   was,   to   defect,   a   totally   honest   man.    
   

• Animal   Farm    was   written   in   1943,   but   it   was   not    published   until   1945   because   of   the  
popularity   of   Stalin’s   Soviet   regime.   During   the   same   month   the   novella   was   published,  
the   atomic   bomb   was   dropped.  
 

• He   wrote    Animal   Farm    as   a    satire    against   the   Stalin   regime.   It   was   “An   attack   on   the  
myth   of   the   nobility   of   Soviet   communism”   because   Orwell   believed   that   “too   many  
decent   people   in   the   Western   democracies   had   succumbed   to   a   dangerously   romantic  
view   of   the   Russian   revolution   that   blinded   them   to   Soviet   reality.”   
 

• Despite   what   some   might   think   based   on   his   works,   Orwell   was   a   supporter   and   advocate  
for    democratic   socialism — a   political   philosophy   that   advocates   political   democracy  
alongside   social   ownership   of   the   means   of   production   with   an   emphasis   on  
self-management   and   democratic   management   of   economic   institutions   within   a   market  
or   some   form   of   decentralized   planned   socialist   economy.   

 
More   Historical   Context  
 

• In   1924    Lenin    died   suddenly,   setting   off   a   power   struggle   among   communist   leaders.  
Leading   the   pack   were   Leon   Trotsky   and   Joseph   Stalin.    (Lenin   had   been   a   supporter   of  
Trotsky   as   his   successor.)  

 
• Leon   Trotsky  

o Brilliant   Marxist   revolutionary   and   thinker   who   worked   with   Lenin   during   WWI  
for    socialism —a   system   in   which   the   people   as   a   whole,   rather   than   private  
individuals,   own   all   property   and   operate   all   businesses   and   the   rejection   of   a  
class-based   society.    

o He   turned   the   Red   Army   into   an   effective   fighting   force.  
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o He   gave   skillful   and   passionate   speeches   to   rouse   soldiers   to   fight.  
o He   was   the   architect   of   the   Bolshevik   Revolution.  

 
• Joseph   Stalin  

o Took   the   name   Stalin   meaning   “man   of   steel”   while   in   Bolshevik   underground.  
o Lenin   deemed   Stalin,   “too   rude”   and   wanted   a   more   tolerant   and   loyal   leader   for  

his   people.    
o Neither   a   scholar   or   an   orator,   but   a   shrewd   political   operator   and   a   behind   the  

scenes   organizer.    
o While   Trotsky’s   role   in   the   revolution   was   much   more   important,   Stalin   used   his  

political   cunning   to   isolate   Trotsky   from   the   party   and   cause   him   to   flee   the  
country   in   1929,   then   to   be   murdered   later   in   1940—Mexico—by   a   Stalinist  
agent.    

o Stalin   created   an   illusion   of    communism —the   sociopolitical   movement   which  
aims   for   classless   and   stateless   societies   that   are   based   upon   the   elimination   of  
private   ownership   of   land   and   all   goods   are   owned   by   the   common   and   are  
available   to   everyone   as   needed—as   a   means   to   “camouflage   the   establishment   of  
a   new   oriental   despotism.”   ( Despotism:     is   a   form   of   government   in   which   a   single  
entity   rules   with   absolute   power.)  
 

Major   Symbols   and   Themes  
 

• Dystopia   vs.   Utopia:    Notice   the   full-circle   process   that   the   animals   go   through   in   their  
efforts   to   create   their   own   utopia,   begging   the   question,   can   a   utopia   truly   exist?   Note  
with   this   the   names   Manor   Farm   vs.   Animal   Farm.  
 

• A   Fairy   Story :    This   is   the   much   questioned   subtitle   to   Orwell’s   allegory.   Many   wonder  
how   it   could   be   a   fairy   story   when   it   is   so   satirical   in   nature,   and   not   really   magical   or  
happy   for   that   matter.   But   looking   closely,   does   hold   similar   qualities   to,   say   the   old  
Aesop   fables,   leaving   readers   with   warnings   and   messages   regarding   some   of   the   major  
vices   of   humanity.   

 
• Motifs:    Recurring   structures,   contrasts,   or   literary   devices   that   can   help   to   develop   and  

inform   the   text’s   major   themes.   Take   note   of   the   songs   and   state   rituals   used   throughout  
the   novella.   With   this,   the   use   of   propaganda.  

 
• Characters:    You   MUST   keep   a   detailed   list   of    ALL    the   characters.   Each   character   bears  

its   own   symbolic   meaning   and   it   is   your   job   to   figure   out   what   that   is.   Additionally,   focus  
on   any   character   archetypes   you   find.  
 

• Symbols    include   the   barn,   the   windmill,   the   flag,   the   hand,   clothes,   and   all   the   objects  
used   by   man   to   enslave   the   animals   (ex:   whips,   bridles,   etc…),   in   addition   to   any  
symbolic   archetypes   you   may   find.  
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